August 24, 2021
Lewis Barr
4737 Lakeview Boulevard
Portland, OR 97035
ldbpdx@gmail.com

Dear Lewis,
On behalf of Congregation Beth Israel, I thank you for your recent contribution
of $108 to CBI’s Caring Community Fund in memory of Ann Goldsmith Barr in
August, 2021.
Your entry into CBI’s Very Thoughtful People will read as follows:
From Lewis Barr
in memory of Ann Goldsmith Barr
Caring Community Fund
Your generosity supports the overall well-being of our congregation. From
preserving our historical campus to enriching the next generation to building
community through programming, each aspect reflects the vibrant Jewish ideals
CBI has stewarded over the past 160 years.
Our temple funds provide a beautiful way to acknowledge or remember
someone special and, at the same time, ensure that CBI continues to honor the
past and build the future for the next 160 years.

Sincerely,

Joshua A. Kashinsky
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The IRS requires substantiation of charitable donations. This letter constitutes your receipt and
confirms that you received no goods to services from Congregation Beth Israel because of the
donation. CBI’s Federal Tax Identification Number is 93-0386818.

August 24, 2021
Michael and Lori Edelman
614 East Hwy 50 #328
Clermont, FL 34711
michael@mlbainc.com

Dear Michael and Lori,
On behalf of Congregation Beth Israel, I thank you for your recent contribution
of $54 to CBI’s Social Action Food Fund in memory of Gerald Edelman,
Bernice Canter, and Hy Canter in August, 2021.
Your entry into CBI’s Very Thoughtful People will read as follows:
From Michael and Lori Edelman
in memory of Gerald Edelman, Bernice Canter, and Hy Canter
Social Action Food Fund
Your generosity supports the overall well-being of our congregation. From
preserving our historical campus to enriching the next generation to building
community through programming, each aspect reflects the vibrant Jewish ideals
CBI has stewarded over the past 160 years.
Our temple funds provide a beautiful way to acknowledge or remember
someone special and, at the same time, ensure that CBI continues to honor the
past and build the future for the next 160 years.

Sincerely,

Joshua A. Kashinsky
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The IRS requires substantiation of charitable donations. This letter constitutes your receipt and
confirms that you received no goods to services from Congregation Beth Israel because of the
donation. CBI’s Federal Tax Identification Number is 93-0386818.

August 24, 2021
Barbara and Benjy Green
3514 Anton Farms Road
Baltimore, MD 21208

Dear Barbara and Benjy Green,
On behalf of Congregation Beth Israel, I thank you for your recent contribution
of $500 to CBI’s Caring Community Fund in honor of the "special" birthday of
Robert Kravitz in August, 2021.
Your entry into CBI’s Very Thoughtful People will read as follows:
From Barbara and Benjy Green
in honor of the "special" birthday of Robert Kravitz
Caring Community Fund
Your generosity supports the overall well-being of our congregation. From
preserving our historical campus to enriching the next generation to building
community through programming, each aspect reflects the vibrant Jewish ideals
CBI has stewarded over the past 160 years.
Our temple funds provide a beautiful way to acknowledge or remember
someone special and, at the same time, ensure that CBI continues to honor the
past and build the future for the next 160 years.

Sincerely,

Joshua A. Kashinsky
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The IRS requires substantiation of charitable donations. This letter constitutes your receipt and
confirms that you received no goods to services from Congregation Beth Israel because of the
donation. CBI’s Federal Tax Identification Number is 93-0386818.

August 24, 2021
Morrie and Gerry Jackson
13285 SW Falcon Rise Drive
Tigard, OR 97223
gerryjackson4@frontier.com

Dear Morrie and Gerry,
On behalf of Congregation Beth Israel, I thank you for your recent contribution
of $36 to CBI’s Social Action Food Fund in memory of Davene Cohen in
August, 2021.
Your entry into CBI’s Very Thoughtful People will read as follows:
From Morrie and Gerry Jackson
in memory of Davene Cohen
Social Action Food Fund
Your generosity supports the overall well-being of our congregation. From
preserving our historical campus to enriching the next generation to building
community through programming, each aspect reflects the vibrant Jewish ideals
CBI has stewarded over the past 160 years.
Our temple funds provide a beautiful way to acknowledge or remember
someone special and, at the same time, ensure that CBI continues to honor the
past and build the future for the next 160 years.

Sincerely,

Joshua A. Kashinsky
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The IRS requires substantiation of charitable donations. This letter constitutes your receipt and
confirms that you received no goods to services from Congregation Beth Israel because of the
donation. CBI’s Federal Tax Identification Number is 93-0386818.

August 24, 2021
Bob Kravitz
15628 NE Summerplace Drive
Portland, OR 97230
rkravitz@verizon.net

Dear Bob,
On behalf of Congregation Beth Israel, I thank you for your recent contribution
of $18 to CBI’s Caring Community Fund in memory of Sue Greco in August,
2021.
Your entry into CBI’s Very Thoughtful People will read as follows:
From Bob Kravitz
in memory of Sue Greco
Caring Community Fund
Your generosity supports the overall well-being of our congregation. From
preserving our historical campus to enriching the next generation to building
community through programming, each aspect reflects the vibrant Jewish ideals
CBI has stewarded over the past 160 years.
Our temple funds provide a beautiful way to acknowledge or remember
someone special and, at the same time, ensure that CBI continues to honor the
past and build the future for the next 160 years.

Sincerely,

Joshua A. Kashinsky
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The IRS requires substantiation of charitable donations. This letter constitutes your receipt and
confirms that you received no goods to services from Congregation Beth Israel because of the
donation. CBI’s Federal Tax Identification Number is 93-0386818.

